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Walk Format

Approximately 6 miles, rough ground and stony military tracks on open moorland.

Locations to be visited
Gun emplacement, target tramways and trolley shed & observation post 22.

Meeting Place
Parking area on side of military road SX 596 922 10:15 for 10:30 start.
(From Okehampton, follow Station Road right up onto the moor, turn bearing left at the main
entrance into Okehampton Camp, turn left at the wall around the Camp, crossing the small bridge
over Moor Brook and following the main military road until reaching the parking area on the right.)

Notes
The whole of this walk skirts or is in the Okehampton military area, there should be no activity here
during August. Obviously, do not touch any military debris that you will see! This walk is a rerun of
the MUD walk of August 2015, although the Sea King helicopter display cannot be guaranteed!

History
Military activity on Dartmoor
Military training on Dartmoor began during the early 1800s with a marked increase during the
Crimean War (1854-1856). Artillery training started in 1875 on the moorland south of Okehampton
with a permanent camp being built 20 years later. Since then, the size of military land holdings on
Dartmoor has varied according to need. During the Second World War nearly all of Dartmoor’s open
country was used intensively for tactical exercises, many of which involved the use of live
ammunition.

Today, Dartmoor contains three training areas: Okehampton, Willsworthy and Merrivale which
together accounts for about 12.5% of the total National Park. These are used for navigation, survival,
camping and other outdoor skills; for training where only blank ammunition is used (so-called dry
tactical training); and for tactical training with live ammunition. The Training Areas are primarily
used by the locally based Royal Marines and other forces based in the south west of England
including the territorial and reserve forces and their cadet organisations. The ammunition used is
limited to rifle, machine gun and mortars. Artillery may only be used to fire smoke, practice or
illuminating shells.

Observation posts (OPs) originally were granite built 'bunkers' where on the Okehampton firing
range military personnel could observe any firing activities that were taking place, as well as keeping
a look out for any stray animals (including walkers!) that might wander into the line of fire. Latterly
the modern structures tend to be made of steel and have replaced the old design. Many of the
original OPs have been removed completely. At one time there were around 23 observation posts on
Dartmoor, but today there are just 7. The rest were removed either by the Ministry of Defence or



the National Park Authority because they were considered an eye-sore and spoilt the natural beauty
of the landscape.

The Target Tramways
There have been three target tramways on the Okehampton Range.

The original and longest line was laid during the Boer War down the eastern slopes of East Mill Tor
from OP7 into Skit Bottom. This was an 18” gauge tramway and it is thought that the guns were
positioned at East Okement Farm or along the Oke Tor Ridge. Targets were positioned on perhaps
up to ten trolleys that had been pulled to the top of the gradient and were then released to
represent a cavalry attack. There is no indication of any engine to hoist the trolleys back so it is
thought that ponies would have been used to tow them back up the hill. The rails from the East Mill
target railway were lifted in 1982 for use elsewhere but most were found to be unserviceable. Only
one short piece exists today and that is shown in the photograph below.

The second line was laid around the start of the Second World War and was of 2’6” gauge east of
West Mill Tor. This was re-laid in 1942 on an alignment south east of the original formation. This was
reconditioned in 2004 and is now known as H1 or the Wickham Target Railway. This has fallen out of
use now, but much of the rails, point work and engine shed are remaining.

Not all of the moving target systems used rails, the third line dates from 1942 and was called the
Black Down Railway. This is to be found still to be found as a long groove in the ground that ran for
about a mile down the side of Black Down and terminated alongside the Red-a-Ven Brook. This
winch-worked line consisted of a sledge made of corrugated iron carrying the targets that was pulled
by horses using a long rope that kept them out of the impact area. Static and individual targets,
together with their pulley system, can apparently still be found amongst the heather. The men
shaped silhouette targets were mounted horizontally in frames that, when pulled rose to the
vertical. Ropes attached to a counter balanced arm provided the leverage to raise the targets. To
maintain surprise and safety the ropes ran in gulleys around pivot wheels back to the operator’s safe
position.

Initially communication with the target operators would have been by flag, the operator using a
periscope to observe it from a position of safety, usually an Observation Post (OP). Later, an
extensive telephone system was laid to the bunkers and the target operators, and these can still be
seen, popping up on the open moor in surprising places. The range control telephone exchange that
controlled the target array was on Winter Tor. It is said that the men who dug in the lead covered
telephone lines were paid by the yard and they weren’t allowed to deviate from the absolutely
straight route even if they came to a granite boulder.

During WW2, an 18” calibre railway gun was brought to Devon and fired onto Dartmoor from the
railway at Halwill Junction and North
Tawton. Whether this was done for
training, to boost morale or to confuse
German air reconnaissance is not known.
The gun was constructed from a barrel
removed from HMS Furious when she was
converted into an aircraft carrier in 1917
and remounted onto a railway flat by



Elswick Ordnance Company. A large hole near the car park is said to have been made by one of the
fired shells.



Photographs

Target towing trolley built 1943 and named ‘Captain’. Powered by a 1300 cc JAP v-twin side valve engine with a fluid
flywheel. The engine was started at the end of the line and set off on its own, there are levers and links underneath that
catch on trips in the track that knock the throttle off and apply the brakes. The side and end frames were used to mount the
target. A number of these machines were made at the time at used at other ranges such as Lydd in Kent.

Tank target mounted on towing
trolley






